UNIQUE JOB OPENING

Looking for a strong student who is reliable and willing to run a private animal sanctuary that contains an assortment of hundreds of farm and domestic animals, just outside of Ottawa at Smiths Falls.

This is for sure a demanding job which will ensure you are always around the property but at the end of the term you will have learned a great deal about animal husbandry.

I am ultimately looking for someone to take over my animal farm and turn it into a sustainable animal sanctuary/shelter. This is the long range goal and should you do well in your job you will be given the option of taking over permanently, though this is of course not a requirement.

The list of animals includes: two Holstein cows, one large wild boar, four lambs, thirteen ducks, forty chickens, 100 cats (part of your duties will involve homing them out through a nearby sanctuary which is working with me on this project), one pony, one rabbit, three friendly dogs, forty tropical love birds. The animals vary in age and in health. Some are special needs and require daily medical treatment which you will be trained in for basic things. As such, you will work with professional vets many of which are graduates from your school!

The majority of the fifty acres here is rented out by an organic farmer. The house and four barns contain various animals. The house is somewhat messy and cluttered, without a television which you will have little time to use anyways.

I am seeking a non smoker who has a valid driver’s license as I use a Sabura “Baja” for daily pickups of supplies.

You would receive intensive immediate hands on training to ensure you could start on your own as soon as possible. You will be expected to connect with me on a daily basis over the telephone to ensure all concerns are dealt with. I will be available 24 hours a day.

Naturally, I will require references.

To learn more and further your possibilities telephone 613-284-1672
You won’t find a more interesting, rewarding and hands on experience with so many diverse animals as this opening!